
iBallin® 

         King of the Court (series) 
 Rep Your City  

Around the World challenge 
(iB-ATW) 

 
 
Get your baseline:  
In this simply contest, contestants will register to enter their name, city and state they 
are competing in.  Record themselves playing Around the World, with one basketball 
and up to 2 (two) maximum rebounders (if wanted)  at an approved venue (identify and 
request your nearest court for approval).  Top score in the fastest time will advance and 
get a free entry into an approved regulated tournament.  Limited seats available this 
route. (this is for those shooters that don’t want to do any “pre-qualifying” rounds) 
 
Each qualifying city: (City that turns in a minimum of 500 total entries or has a main 
sponsor) Qualifies as a qualifying “Major” city and iBallin will host a Grand finals contest 
sending the winner on all-expenses paid vacation to compete in the Land of the Nine 
Kings…Malaysia (we can run a banner showcasing a game “ticker”…counting up to the 
magical number to qualify as a Major City game. 
 
Contestants in “non-qualifying” cities may have their scores registered and will be 
competing against the nearest “qualifying” city hosting a Major 
 
The Top 10 scorers…with the fastest time for the state will be identified and trophies 
will be issued for 1st, 2nd and 3rd places for their state.  All State contestants we can open 
a “voting” avenue so they can secure enough “pay for vote” to earn the trip to “Land of 
the Nine Kings” to compete in Malaysia 
 
Each approved host / venue will list individual prizes and specifics rules for that court / 
game 
 
FIRST UP! 
 
Joliet, Il – Briggs St YMCA 
Bronze level iB-KOTC ATW Contest (iBallin – King of the Court Around The World) 
April 1-3 (Open to all) 
$25 entry fee per person 
Double elimination  
Males / Females under 17 groups  
Adult males / females 17 and up groups* 
 
Over 50 age groups (any sex) 
 
*Note: Since iBallin is looking for the best shooter (male or female), the two champions 
from this group will play for the Grand prize trip to Malaysia 



Around the World Challenge / Contest: 
 
10 spots on the court: 
 
1x Left layup - 1x Right layup - 1x Right Wing - 1x Left Wing - 1x Free Throw - 5x 3pts 
shots 1 (one) shot each spot on the 3pt line 
========= 
10pts total* 
 

*Note: Points are cumulative and will be recorded and awarded to each player 
and may be used in the future for prizes, entries and possible free trips 

 
Highest points, in the quickest time (in the event of a tie), receives a W (or 1 Game win).  
Total games won/ recorded for the day wins that day / tournament.  
 
Typically you announce the Bronze level Major Tournament for the end of the month.  
Folks can sign-up directly into this game to reserve a slot. This game will yield a “travel” 
to compete and or advance to “Next Level” game 
 
Each weekend a pre-qualifier mini-tournament can be held that can “advance” a 
contestant to a “bye” round in the end of month’s Bronze level game. 
 
Every day, a contestant can play King of the Court.  Winners stay on the court and 
records all their wins.  Top wins of the day can get a bye into and advanced in the 
Weekly tournament. 
 
Weekly tournaments feed the Monthly games (Bronze).  Monthly feeds the Quarterly 
games (Silver)..Silver feeds annual games (Gold)…Nationals and World Champions 
follows. 
 
If tournaments don’t qualify as a Major then only trophies may be awarded…or possibly 
the following prize pools 
 
Bronze Champions wins an overnight trip (possibly to compete) 
Silver Level Champions wins a 3 day / 2 night trip to compete (Full Weekend) 
Gold Level Champions wins a 5 day / 4 nights trip to compete (Full business week) 
Annual (National) Champion wins a 10 day all-expense paid vacation to Malaysia and  
Each time you win a Major (B/S/G) are you seeded higher or in the case of Gold level 
champion, he / she will advance as far as the Sweet Sixteen round (possible to the Elite 
Eight round) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



This can be a Monthly series whereas Bronze, Silver and Gold runs consecutively every 
month.  So every quarter there is a Gold level game qualifying one to Malaysia. 
 
 
Ideally it runs: 
 
Per city: 
Bonze every month 
Silver every Quarter 
Gold (big show) once a year (preferably at the end of the summer) 
 
Nationals – once per year in the US 
World Champions – once per year in the hosting country (1st 2-3 years will be hosted in 
Malaysia) 


